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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Background 

In July 2018, Extent Heritage were commissioned by SMEC Australia Pty Ltd to update an 

existing Statement of Heritage Impact (SoHI) prepared for the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge 

by Artefact Heritage (2016), which assessed works proposed by Roads and Maritime 

Services (RMS) to upgrade Heathcote Road between Infantry Parade, Hammondville and 

The Avenue, Voyager Point.  

The 2016 SoHI assessed the concept design of the Heathcote Road Upgrade and at that 

stage, only the piers of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge were to be retained due to the 

upstream flooding impacts.  SMEC have been commissioned by RMS to undertake: 

 detailed design of the Heathcote Road Upgrade 

 further design of the Harris Creek road bridge  

 further hydrological modelling to assess whether additional elements of the Harris Creek 

Pedestrian Bridge can be retained, and 

 development of a draft Heritage Interpretation Strategy (HIS) for the project. 

This report has been prepared to update the SoHI based upon the new information above 

and new information from Moorebank Heritage Group (MHG). The SoHI prepared by Artefact 

Heritage forms the basis of this report.  

The heritage listed bridge has been known by a number of other names including the Harris 

Creek Rail Bridge and the Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge.  For the purposes of this SoHI it 

will be referenced as the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge. 

1.2 Project Brief  

SMEC has commissioned Extent Heritage to update the SoHI prepared by Artefact in 2016. 

The updated report addresses: 

 The proposed design of the new road bridge and its context with the pedestrian bridge 

(or at least what will be retained) 

 The latest hydrological modelling – which allows the retention of the Rolled Steel Joists 

(RSJs), piers and abutments but not the Bailey bridge 

 The proposed HIS  

 And any new or additional information to support the assessment 

This advice was prepared by Vidhu Gandhi of Extent Heritage. 
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1.3 Methodology 

The methodology used in the preparation of this SoHI is in accordance with the principles 

and definitions as set out in the guidelines to The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS 

Charter for Places of Cultural Significance and the latest version of the Statement of Heritage 

Impact Guidelines (2002), produced by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage. 

This SoHI will review the relevant statutory heritage controls, assess the impact of the 

proposal on the heritage item and make recommendations as to the level of impact. 

1.4 Limitations 

No physical inspection of the site was undertaken. However, Extent undertook 

photographical historical archiving of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge in August 2018 

which was used as a basis for the updated SoHI. 

The historical overview provides sufficient historical background to provide an understanding 

of the place in order to assess the significance and provide relevant recommendations, 

however, it is not intended as an exhaustive history of the site. 

1.5 Authorship 

The following staff members at EXTENT Heritage Pty Ltd have prepared this Statement of 

Heritage Impact: 

Kylie Christian   Senior Associate 

Vidhu Gandhi    Senior Heritage Advisor  

1.6 Ownership 

The asset is owned by Liverpool City Council (LCC) and is located within a RMS road corridor. 

1.7 Terminology  

The Burra Charter 

The terminology in this report follows definitions presented in The Burra Charter. Article 1 

provides the following definitions: 

Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other 

works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views. 
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Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, 

present or future generations. 

Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, 

meanings, records, related places and related objects. 

Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups. 

Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures, contents, 

and objects. 

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so to retain its cultural 

significance.  

Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place, and 

is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction. 

Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding 

deterioration. 

Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by 

removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new 

material. 

Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is distinguished from 

restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric. 

Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use.  

Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may occur at 

the place. 

Compatible use means a use that respects the cultural significance of a place. Such a use 

involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance. 

Setting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment.  

Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another place. 
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2. Site Identification 

The subject section of the road upgrade contains the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, located 

at Heathcote Road over Harris Creek. Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge is listed as a heritage 

item of Local significance in the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2008, Item #I31.  

 

Figure 1. Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge (Source: Six Maps, accessed February 2017) 
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3. Heritage Status 

3.1 Listings 

The site is the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, which is a heritage listed item included in 

Schedule 5 of the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2008, and is listed as Item #31 

‘Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge (former railway bridge)’, and is also part of the larger heritage 

item listing of ‘Holsworthy Group’ Item #32. The Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge has also 

been nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register. 

Table 1: Heritage Listings 

Register/Listing Item Listed 
(Y/N) 

Item Name Item 
Number 

Statutory Register 

National Heritage List N NA NA 

Commonwealth Heritage List N NA NA 

State Heritage Register (SHR) Nominated Harris Creek Bridge NA 

S170 Heritage and Conservation 
Register 

N NA  Unknown 

Local Environmental Plan Y Holsworthy Pedestrian 
Bridge (Former Harris 
Creek Railway Bridge) 

Item 31 

 Y Holsworthy Group 
(Including Holsworthy 
Pedestrian Bridge) 

Item 32 

 

Non-Statutory Register 

Register of the National Trust 
(NSW) 

N NA NA 

Register of Significant Buildings 
in NSW (Australian Institute of 
Architects) 

N  NA NA 

3.2 Statement of Significance 

The Statement of Significance as extracted from the NSW State Heritage Inventory listing for 

Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge notes: 

Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge demonstrates the military history of the Liverpool area, 

particularly in relation to the military camp at Holsworthy.  It also demonstrates the 

establishment of an early local rail network.  The bridge also reflects through its associations 

with the Internment camp, Australia's past National Defence Policy during times of conflict.  

The bridge indicates a level of technical achievement in its design and construction.  It is now 

a rare site type in the LGA and State.  There is the potential to gain more information on the 
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site from further architectural, archaeological (terrestrial and maritime) and documentary 

research. 

Heritage assessment of the bridge as undertaken by Artefact Heritage notes:  

The superstructure of Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge is a later addition to the former rail bridge 

constructed in 1917-1918.  The heritage significance of the item is more associated with the 

original rail bridge remains and its construction by German detainees during World War I, 

rather than the later pedestrian bridge superstructure.  

The superstructure referred to by Artefact is the Bailey Bridge and does not include the RSJs. 

The following identifies the grading of significance for the item as determined by Artefact in 

the 2016 SoHI – and any changes based upon additional information. In the 2016 SoHI, the 

origin and significance of the abutments was not clearly determined and assessed.  A number 

of submissions from the community and Moorebank Heritage Group regarding the bridge and 

the abutments were received during the exhibition of SoHI associated with the Review of 

Environmental Factors (REF) for Heathcote Road Upgrade.  The submissions identified that 

the abutments and wingwalls were part of the original construction and fabric of the bridge 

and therefore their significance was equivalent to the piers and they should be retained if 

possible.  Based on this information the abutments have been assessed as having the same 

level of significance as the piers.  In response to the submissions, RMS committed to 

undertaking further assessment and design to investigate the possibility of retaining the 

abutments. 

In 2017 the National Trust (New South Wales) in their submission to RMS noted that the 

value of the Bailey Bridge sections of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge have been 

overlooked. The Trust’s submission states that the Bailey Bridge as it exists today provides 

historical evidence and interpretation opportunities of the association of the area with the 

Holsworthy/Moorebank Army base. Notably the Trust perceives that the Bailey Bridge:  

When combined with the abutments and piers that are themselves historically significant, the 

combination achieves a high heritage value. It represents a rare case where the adaptive 

reuse of a heritage structure (ie the abutments of the former railway bridge) has enhanced 

the heritage value of the item and the total is greater than the sum of its parts.   

3.3 Gradings of Significance 

Graded levels of significance are a management tool used to assess the relative significance 

of elements within an item, place or site and to assist in decision-making regarding elements 

of a place. The gradings of significance that have been used for elements within the study 

area are based on guidelines established in the NSW Heritage Division publication, 

Assessing Heritage Significance. 
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Table 1. Gradings of Significance Definitions 

 

Grading Justification Status 

EXCEPTIONAL Rare or outstanding element contributing 
to an item’s local or significance. 

Fulfils criteria for 
directly State listing. 
local and State 

HIGH High degree of original fabric. 
Demonstrates a key element of the 
item’s significance. Alterations do not 
detract from significance. 

Fulfils criteria for 
local or State listing.  

MODERATE Altered or modified elements. Elements 
with little heritage value, but which 
contribute to the overall significance of 
the item.  

Fulfils criteria for 
local or State listing. 

LITTLE Alterations detract from significance. 
Difficult to interpret.  

Does not fulfil 
criteria for local or 
State listing. 

INTRUSIVE Damaging to the item’s criteria for local 
or State listing. 

 

Does not fulfil 
heritage 
significance. 

Based on the above definitions, the following gradings can be applied to individual elements 

on site. 

Table 2: Grading of Significance  

Elements Details Grading of 

significance 

Significance explained  

Superstructure 

– Bailey Bridge 

(excluding Iron 

Fixings/Rolled 

Steel Joists – 

RSJs) 

The superstructure 

is a later addition 

when it was 

converted to a 

pedestrian bridge. 

2016 SoHI – 

Little 

2018 Updated 

SoHI – Little  

The Bailey Bridge as an element 

by itself has little significance, as 

it is a recent (1988) addition 

which fails to allow for an 

interpretation of the original use 

of the bridge as a railway bridge.  

However, in combination with 

the piers and abutments the 

Bailey Bridge can be considered 

as having Moderate significance 

as it contributes to the overall 

setting and interpretive potential 

of the Harris Creek Pedestrian 

Bridge. 
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Elements Details Grading of 

significance 

Significance explained  

Piers The concrete piers 

are part of the 

original structure, 

built by German 

detainees in World 

War I. 

2016 SoHI – 

Exceptional 

2018 Updated 

SoHI –  

Exceptional 

The piers have exceptional 

significance as they are rare in 

terms of their historical 

association with WWI German 

detainees. The piers also have 

exceptional significance owing 

to their archaeological potential, 

as small finds, like bottles with 

notes written by detainees 

working on the bridge, have 

been found embedded within 

the concrete piers. 

Iron Fixings/ 

RSJs 

The iron fixings are 

associated with the 

original purpose of 

the bridge as a rail 

bridge. 

2016 SoHI – 

High 

2018 Updated 

SoHI –  High 

The iron fixings/RSJs are 

original fabric and demonstrate 

the original use of the bridge as 

a rail bridge.  

Plaque The plaque 

demonstrates the 

construction of the 

bridge in 1917-

1918 by the 

German 

concentration 

camp detainees 

and are part of the 

original structure, 

built by German 

detainees in WWI. 

2016 SoHI – 

Exceptional 

2018 Updated 

SoHI –  

Exceptional 

The plaque has exceptional 

significance as it is rare in terms 

of being installed by the German 

detainees who worked on the 

bridge.  

Abutments and 

wingwalls  

(north and 

south) 

The abutments and 

splayed wingwalls 

are part of original 

fabric put into place 

at the same time 

as the 

superstructure  

2016 SoHI - 

Not clearly 

assessed  

2018 Updated 

SoHI –  

Exceptional 

The abutments have exceptional 

significance owing to their 

archaeological potential, as 

small finds, like bottles with 

notes written by detainees 

working on the bridge, have 

been found embedded within 

the abutments. 
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In 2017 The Moorebank Heritage Group Inc submitted a nomination for the ‘Former Liverpool 

to Holsworthy Military Railway (Remnants)’, which includes the Harris Creek Pedestrian 

Bridge to the State Heritage Register. Extracts from the Statement of State Significance from 

the Heritage Register Nomination Form note: 

The Liverpool to Holsworthy Military Railway, and the remaining examples of the Harris Creek 

and Georges River Rail Bridges, are of state significance as the only known surviving 

example of a purpose built military railway in NSW constructed separately by the NSW 

Railway Commissioners and the Holsworthy Internment Camp internees for the 

Commonwealth Government and the Australian Military.   

The military railway, and the Harris Creek Rail Bridge, have a strong association to the 

Holsworthy Internment Camp, which is demonstrated by the stamping of 'GCC' (German 

Concentration Camp) in the concrete pier of the surviving bridge structure. 

Specifically: 

6. The Harris Creek Rail Bridge is the only remaining example in NSW and Australia of a 

military railway bridge constructed by internees during WW1. 

10. The Harris Creek Rail Bridge remains mainly intact as originally constructed. Original 

fabric includes the concrete piers, abutments and splayed wingwalls, shield and steel girders, 

and wind and sway bracings. 

19. The Harris Creek Rail Bridge and environs has archaeological potential, especially small 

finds, and in particular, bottles with notes written by internees working on the bridge 

embedded within the concrete piers and abutments. (Non-invasive investigation by ground 

penetrating radar techniques to detect potential embedded elements is strongly 

recommended)      

3.4 Heritage Items in The Vicinity 

There are several heritage items in the vicinity of the project area. 

Table 3: Heritage in the vicinity. 

Item name Statutory List 
Item 

Number 
Description 

Holsworthy Group, 

including powder 

magazine and 

former officers’ 

mess, corporals’ 

club, internment 

Liverpool Local 

Environmental 

Plan 2008 

32 

Comprises surviving guard buildings 

and structures that were elements of an 

internment camp for Germans and other 

Europeans, from 1914-19. 
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Item name Statutory List 
Item 

Number 
Description 

camp, Holsworthy 

railway station lock-

up/gaol, German 

concentration camp 

Cubbitch Barta 

National Estate 

Liverpool Local 

Environmental 

Plan 2008 

34 

An integral component of the Woronora 

Ramp area, stretching south-west from 

Sydney, together with Royal National 

Park, Heathcote National Park, the 

Woronora catchment and O'Hare's 

Creek Catchment.  

Remount Park 

Liverpool Local 

Environmental 

Plan 2008 

33 

Remount Park consists of the site of the 

former Remount Depot for the 

Australian Light Horse Brigade. It is 

currently used as a war memorial 

commemorating the service of the 

Australian Light Horse and their mounts. 

Sandstone Weir 

Liverpool Local 

Environmental 

Plan 2008 

63 

The listing for Sandstone Weir consists 

of the two sandstone weirs located 

across Williams Creek. The weirs were 

constructed by convicts and are 

believed to be associated with an early 

19th century mill. 
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4. Summary of Historical Context 

The historical context for the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge has been extracted from the 

Heathcote Road Upgrade, Holsworthy, Statement of Heritage Impact, prepared by Artefact, 

October 2016:  

In 1916 the NSW Railways Commission proposed that a military railway be 

constructed from East Hills to Holsworthy as an extension of the less crowded East 

Hills to Bankstown line.1 The army however, wanted the new line to service the 

Liverpool camp, the Artillery Range to its east, ordnance and ammunition stores two 

miles from the main camp, the Remount Depot, Veterinary Section, and the German 

Concentration Camp. 2  Subsequently the line was developed from Liverpool. 

Construction of the line began in February 1917 and was completed in January 1918, 

with additional sidings added in subsequent years.3 Within the current study area the 

rail line ran through the study area parallel to Heathcote Road before diverting south 

to run parallel to Illawarra Road. 

The Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge was constructed in 1917 as a rail bridge which was 

part of the Holsworthy Military Rail line. The rail bridge consisted of a low bridge 

consisting of three [sic] steel spans, two concrete piers and two abutments. The 

bridge was constructed by internees at the German Concentration Camp who were 

also involved in the construction of railway embankments for the remainder of the rail 

line.4 

By 1930 the Holsworthy section of the line was in such poor condition that no trains 

could run past the ANZAC rifle range. The line was officially closed by the 

Commonwealth Government in 1932. The remainder of the line between Liverpool 

and the ANZAC rifle range continued to be used until 1974.5 The closure of the line 

did not include the comprehensive removal of the rail line fabric. 

In 1988 a Bailey Bridge superstructure was added to the Holsworthy Pedestrian 

Bridge by Army engineers to make it suitable for pedestrians.6  The use of the bridge 

by pedestrians allowed for passage over Harris Creek without having to use the Harris 

Creek Road Bridge.  Some remains of the rail line have subsequently been removed 

from the study area as a result of construction of both the Heathcote Road 

realignment and the development of parks.7 

 

                                                
1 Oakes 2011, Sydney’s Forgotten Military Railways, Australian Railway Historical Society, NSW 
Division 
2 Ludlow and Snowden 1993: 60 
3 Ibid: 60-61 
4 Oakes 2011: 15;  
5 Ibid 2011: 38 
6 Ibid:10 
7 Ibid 
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An updated version of the history of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge has been added to 

this report from the Heathcote Road Upgrade Photographic Archival Recording prepared by 

Extent Heritage in July 2018 

The Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, was originally constructed as a railway bridge that 

serviced the Holsworthy Internment Camp during WW1. When the first internees arrived at 

the Holsworthy Internment Camp, the camp consisted of a large group of tents in an open 

area. This area later became the Light Horse Regiment's camp. Barracks later replaced the 

tents to house the approximately 6,000 men interned there.  

When the camp was first set up, men were set to clearing land in four hour shifts. However, 

this was considered beneath the dignity of many of the men. After a general strike in 1915, 

compulsory labour was replaced by voluntary work. Internees worked in two shifts of 1,000 

men, with 500 working in the morning and 500 in the afternoon. At the end of two weeks 

these were replaced with another thousand men. There was also some specialised work 

available for ships' carpenters who could make anything from furniture to buildings. Other 

specialised workers included stable hands, cooks, canteen workers and when the shops were 

built there would have presumably been paid work in them. 

By May 1917 there were still between 750 and 800 workers building roads and clearing the 

bush, working a seven-day week. During this period a branch railway was built by internees, 

to service the army camp near Liverpool, the artillery range, ordnance (mounted guns and 

cannon) and ammunition stores (two miles from Liverpool), the remount depot (three miles) 

and the veterinary depot (four miles) and the Holsworthy Internment Camp (five miles). 

Construction started from Liverpool in February 1917 and was completed in 1918. 

The bridge was constructed in April and September in 1917, out of materials retrieved from 

duplications. A plaque installed by the internees features on one of the piers, with a kangaroo 

and emu, and the letters “GCC” under the crown shortened for German Concentration Camp.  

 

The rail bridge was repurposed into a pedestrian bridge in 1988, with the installation of a 

Bailey Bridge deck on the original piers, abutments and steel superstructure. The timber 

sleepers and track are thought to have been removed in the 1930s. 
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Figure 2. Photograph of Harris Creek Rail Bridge with a horse and dray crossing on the 

road, dated 1916-1918 (Source: Australian War Memorial, accession number 
P04970.005). 

 

 
Figure 3. Photograph of Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge, c.1991 (Source: Liverpool City 

Library, image no. 298576). 
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5. Physical Analysis 

As this report is an update to the report prepared by Artefact, a physical inspection was not 

undertaken by Extent Heritage Pty Ltd. However, Extent had carried out a physical 

assessment of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge on 13 June 2018 for the purposes of an 

Archival Recording for Heathcote Road.  

5.1 Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge 

The description of the Bridge as extracted from the Heathcote Road Upgrade, Holsworthy, 

Statement of Heritage Impact, prepared by Artefact, October 2016:  

Holsworthy Pedestrian Bridge consists of a metal Bailey Bridge superstructure secured to 

the top of a metal and concrete bridge substructure (Plate 7-8). The bridge is supported by 

two concrete piers and two concrete abutments. One of the concrete piers contains a 

concrete plaque providing reference to the German Concentration Camp (Plate 9). This 

inscription includes a kangaroo and emu as well as the type face “Erected 1917”. The other 

piers were not able to be examined given the heavy tree cover surrounding the bridge. The 

Bailey Bridge represents a recent addition to the original fabric of the bridge which is limited 

to the piers and steel substructure. 

 
Figure 4. Harris Creek Pedestrian 

Bridge and Harris Creek Road 
Bridge. 

 

 
Figure 5. Southern end of Harris 

Creek Pedestrian Bridge. 
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Figure 6. Bailey spans on the 

eastern side of the pedestrian 
bridge. 

 
Figure 7. Bailey sections and, 

transverse Rolled Steel Joists and 
sway bracing. 

 
Figure 8. Bailey sections on the 

Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge. 

 
Figure 9. Bailey sections on the 

Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge. 

 

Figure 10. Concrete abutment on 
Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, 
with the road bridge in the 
background. 

 

Figure 11. Concrete abutment on 
Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, 
with the road bridge in the 
background. 
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Figure 12. Partially obstructed 

emblem noting the construction 
date of the original rail bridge. 

 
Figure 13. Service line suspended 

from transverse RSJ’s. 

 
Figure 14. Pedestrian bridge showing 

service lines, concrete piers and 
metal girder. 

 
Figure 15. Partially obstructed 

emblem noting the construction 
date of the original rail bridge. 

5.2 Settings and Views 

The Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge is located alongside Heathcote Road parallel to the 

Harris Creek Road Bridge. The area surrounding the bridge comprises dense vegetation 

along Harris Creek, with residential areas located to the north and south of the bridge but not 

immediately visible from it owing to thick foliage. This section of the Heathcote Road has a 

continuous and unimpeded flow of traffic largely due to the lack of residential accesses. 

Therefore road users only have fleeting views of the Bailey Bridge superstructure as they 

pass by. 
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Figure 16. View from footpath to 

bridge pedestrian bridge. 

 
Figure 17. Abutment and southern 

approach of the pedestrian bridge. 

 
Figure 18. Footpath and road to Harris 

Creek. 

 
Figure 19. View of Harris Creek 

pedestrian bridge and road bridge 
in early morning traffic. 

 
Figure 20. Northern approach to 

pedestrian bridge. 

 

 
Figure 21. Surrounds north of Harris 

Creek. 
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Figure 22. Concrete road bridge pier 

and spans on Harris Creek Road 
Bridge. 

 
Figure 23. Harris Creek Road Bridge. 
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6. Proposal 

6.1 Previous proposal 

A REF was prepared in 2016 (WSP and RMS 2016) which included an assessment of the 

proposed upgrade of this section of Heathcote Road. The original SoHI was part of the REF.  

The REF proposed only retention of the piers of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge.  Based 

on the initial concept design and associated hydrological modelling, retaining the abutments 

and any of the superstructure would have resulted in unacceptable flooding of upstream 

private property. However, in response to submissions received during the exhibition of the 

REF the following commitments were made: 

 

"Roads and Maritime would aim to conserve all heritage values of the Holsworthy 

pedestrian bridge. In addition to the recommendations of the Statement of Heritage Impact 
(Appendix L of the REF) Roads and Maritime would also aim to preserve the bridge 
abutments that have been identified as an important heritage element to the community. 
The REF and flood assessment of the proposal has been based on the removal of the 
abutments to minimise flooding of Heathcote Road. During detailed design, Roads and 
Maritime would undertake additional flood modelling and hydrology assessment to explore 
options and investigate the retention of the bridge abutments. Detailed design would also 
consider factors of safety, constructability and cost in determining the retention of the 
abutments, whilst also meeting the proposal objective of minimising impacts on the 
environment and heritage. Consultation with the community and relevant stakeholders 
would be undertaken during detailed design on the best way to preserve the heritage parts 
of the pedestrian bridge, including the abutments. 
The detailed design would also further investigate relocation of existing pipework attached 
to the bridge piers, determine the extent of clearing (of weeds) in and around the bridge for 
construction and consider this in the flooding assessment. The superstructure of the 
pedestrian bridge would be removed as it is not heritage significant and this is described in 
the REF." 

6.2 Updated proposal 

Detailed design of the Heathcote Road Upgrade commenced in 2018 and this included the 

design of the new twin road bridges immediately downstream of the Harris Creek Pedestrian 

Bridge. The 100% detailed design alignment of the new twin road bridges in relation to the 

Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge is shown in Figure 24. 

As part of the detailed design, additional hydrological modelling was undertaken to determine 

whether the abutments and other elements of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge could be 

retained. The hydrological modelling which is summarised in Appendix A, found that the piers, 

abutments and Rolled Steel Joists (RSJs) could be retained without causing unacceptable 

upstream flooding impacts (ie the flooding of private residential property) provided the 

following measures were undertaken: 
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• Providing an extra span on the road bridges (from 4 spans to 5 spans) 

• Clearing riparian vegetation to improve flow.  This includes areas of Cumberland River 

Flat Forest which is a Threatened Ecological Community 

• Substantially widening the Harris Creek channel for about 20 metres downstream of 

the road corridor.  This would include the removal of riparian vegetation and 

installation of scour protection 

• Removal and relocation of services currently on the bridge 

However, retaining any other elements of the superstructure (apart from the RSJs) in place 

would result in unacceptable upstream flooding impacts (ie the flooding of private residential 

property) and present a risk of blockage from flood debris which could result in upstream 

flooding as well as failure of the pedestrian bridge.   

In conjunction with the detailed design, a Heritage Interpretation Strategy (HIS) has been 

developed in consultation with Liverpool City Council and local heritage groups. As part of 

the HIS, a viewing area would be provided near the pedestrian bridge which would provide 

views of the retained RSJs, abutments and piers. 

Table 4 identifies the different elements of the bridges that will be retained. 

During the detailed design other mitigation measures to protect the retained elements of the 

bridge were also considered including: 

• Locating the piers of the new road bridge so as not to cause direct impacts on the 

retained elements 

• Specifying low vibration construction techniques 

• Constructability planning to avoid direct impacts on retained structures 

• Developing detailed removal plans for the superstructure which avoided impacts on 

the retained elements. 
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Table 4: Retention of bridge elements 

Elements Details Conservation 

requirements 

Superstructure – Bailey 

Bridge (excluding Iron 

Fixings/Rolled Streel 

Joists – RSJs) 

The superstructure is a later addition 

when it was converted to a pedestrian 

bridge. 

Removed 

Piers The concrete piers are part of the original 

structure, built by German detainees in 

World War I. 

Retained 

Iron Fixings/ RSJs The Iron Fixings are associated with the 

original purpose of the bridge as a rail 

bridge. 

Retained 

Plaque The plaque demonstrates the 

construction of the bridge in 1917-1918 

by the German concentration camp 

detainees.  are part of the original 

structure, built by German detainees in 

World War I. 

Retained 

Abutments and 

wingwalls (north and 

south) 

The abutments and splayed wingwalls 

are part of original fabric put into place at 

the same time as the superstructure 

Retained 
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Figure 24. Proposed plan of works (Source: SMEC, 2018). 
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6.3 Consultation 

Since the beginning of the project development phase and into the detailed design phase, 

RMS has continued consultation with all key stakeholders. A high level summary of the key 

activities and milestones includes: 

• October 2016 - Review of Environmental Factors (REF) put on Public Exhibition by 

RMS 

• January 2017 – Submissions Report published and RMS Determination of the Project. 

• 24th March 2017 – National Trust Submission to RMS regarding retention of the 

Bailey Bridge structure. 

• 10th May 2017 – RMS response to the National Trust regarding the Design 

Development and commitment to continue to liaise as the project and design 

development continues. 

• 6th October 2017 – RMS was notified by OEH of the nomination to list the Harris 

Creek Rail Bridge on the State Heritage Register.  

• 9th November 2017 -   RMS submits information to assist OEH in its consideration of 

the listing (and copied to RMS’ Heritage Committee to which The National Trust (NSW) 

is a member).  

• 10th May 2018 – Coordination Meeting with RMS, SMEC, Extent, Moorebank 

Heritage Group (MHG) and Liverpool City Council (LCC) to discuss: (i) design 

development (in particular discussion around the hydrology impacts which has 

caused substantial further downstream clearing, bridge lengthening from 60m to 80m, 

and increased level of scour protection); (ii) Potential options to be considered for the 

development of the HIS for the Heathcote Road upgrade; (iii) Existing and proposed 

heritage interpretation structures and strategies in the local area,  and (iv) Relevant 

historical resources and material held by LCC and Moorebank Heritage Group 

• 23rd May 2018 – RMS Letter to Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) regarding 

proposed state listing of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge with request that the 

proposed curtilage encompasses only the abutments and piers and request for 

exemption to exclude Heathcote Road 

• 25th June 2018 – RMS issue Draft 20% Heritage Interpretation Strategy (HIS) to MHG 

and LCC for Review. Comments from both stakeholders were received and 

considered in development of the 80% HIS 

• 30th and 31st August 2018 – RMS provided verbal update via telecall to various key 

MHG members on the design progress and booked a meeting to discuss the 80% 

HIS in October 

• 10th September 2018 – RMS Presentation to OEH of the design development, 

hydrology outcomes, confirmation of retention of the abutments, discussion regarding 

planned retention of original RSJ’s onsite as part of the HIS 

• September 2018 – RMS submitted an updated Statement of Heritage Impacts to OEH, 

National Trust, LCC and MHG 
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• 26 September 2018 – Meeting held with LCC at which LCC indicated that they did not 

want to retain the Bailey Bridge 

• 2 October 2018 – Meeting held with DoD at which DoD indicated that they did not 

want to retain the Bailey Bridge 

• 9 October 2018 – Meeting with the National Heritage Trust to discuss updated SoHI 

• 26 October 2018 – Correspondence received from National Trust regarding proposed 

works 

• 6 December 2018 – Presentation to the RMS Heritage Committee (including a 

representative from the National Trust) on the revised proposal to retain the RSJs 

• 13 December 2018 – Meeting with MHG to present revised proposal to retain RSJs 

and final HIS 
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7.  Assessment of Heritage Impact 

The assessment of the degree of impact made in this report has been modelled off the 

ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural Work Heritage Properties.8 

While the guideline was prepared for the Heritage Impact Assessment for World Heritage 

properties to evaluate the impact of developments on their outstanding universal value (OUV), 

the definitions and evaluation matrix can be applied to the values of any heritage significant 

place. 

Appendix 3b of the Guideline provides an example guide for assessing magnitude of impact 

to built heritage and historic urban landscapes. The definitions for gradings of impact specific 

to this project and the study area have been modelled off this guidance. 

Table 5: Impact gradings 

Impact Grading Built heritage or Historic Urban Landscape attributes 

Major  Change to key historic building elements that contribute to OUV, 

such that the resource is totally altered. Comprehensive changes 

to the setting. 

Moderate Changes to many key historic building elements, such that the 

resource is significantly modified. Changes to the setting of an 

historic building, such that it is significantly modified. 

Minor Change to key historic building elements, such that the asset is 

slightly different. Change to setting of an historic building, such 

that it is noticeably changed. 

Negligible Slight changes to historic building elements or setting that hardly 

affect it. 

No Change No change to fabric or setting. 

  

  

  

  

                                                
8 ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties, January 
2011 

Impact Assessment Summary –  Superstructure – Bailey Bridge (excluding Iron 

Fixings/Rolled Streel Joists – RSJs) 

Grading of Significance LITTLE as a singular element  

MODERATE when combined with the piers and abutments  
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Impact Assessment Summary – Piers  

Grading of Significance EXCEPTIONAL 

Proposed work None 

Rationale - 

Degree of Impact No change  

 

 

Impact Assessment Summary – Plaque 

Grading of Significance EXCEPTIONAL 

Proposed work None 

Rationale - 

Degree of Impact No change  

 

 

Proposed work The Bailey Bridge will be removed  

Rationale The Bailey Bridge removal is required to accommodate the 

new road bridge and to minimise flooding impacts upstream 

Degree of Impact The impact on the Bailey Bridge as a singular element will be 

minor as the change is to fabric that is not original.  

However, the removal of the Bailey Bridge will considerably 

modify the overall setting of the Harris Creek Bridge, thereby 

the impact in terms of setting is considered to be moderate. 

Impact Assessment Summary – Iron fixings/ RSJs 

Grading of Significance HIGH 

Proposed work None 

Rationale - 

Degree of Impact No change  

Impact Assessment Summary – Abutments and wingwalls (north and south) 

Grading of Significance EXCEPTIONAL 

Proposed work None 

Rationale - 

Degree of Impact No change  
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7.1 Built Heritage 

The proposed works will enable retention of elements of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge 

in situ, which are considered to be significant; namely the RSJs, piers, the plaque and the 

abutments. As the Bailey bridge just as an item in itself – has little significance, its proposed 

removal will have negligible impact on the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge. However, when 

combined with the RSJs, abutments and piers, the Bailey Bridge can be considered to be of 

moderate significance and therefore its removal will impact the overall setting of the Harris 

Creek Pedestrian Bridge. Therefore, while the changes proposed will have a moderate 

impact on the overall setting of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, the retention of elements 

namely the piers, the plaque, the abutments and iron fixings/ RSJs will allow for the impact 

to be mitigated and reduced.   

7.2 Curtilage and Subdivision 

It is noted that a curtilage of 20 metres has been nominated as part of the proposed State 

Heritage listing of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge.  RMS has requested that the new 

curtilage for the bridge excludes the existing and proposed road infrastructure and associated 

maintenance activities. If the final approved curtilage does not include existing or proposed 

infrastructure, exemptions would need to be obtained. If the upgrade does proceed, twin road 

bridges across Harris Creek would be constructed – with both road bridges and the road 

corridor being within the 20 metre curtilage.  One road bridge would partially overshadow the 

northern abutment of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge and the closest pier of the new 

bridge would be about 3 metres from the retained elements of the heritage bridge. 

Moving the alignment of the road corridor and the bridges is not possible due to the land 

acquisition requirements, road safety issues, impacts on riparian and other vegetation and 

cost.  Therefore, a more appropriate approach would be to only list the retained elements of 

the heritage bridge as has been done for other bridges.  It is noted that RMS have already 

written to OEH requesting this approach to curtilage if the bridge is listed. As discussed above, 

measures to avoid impacts on retained bridge elements have already been developed.  

7.3 Views and Settings 

Views to and from the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge will be altered with the removal of the 

Bailey Bridge. However, the retention of the RSJs, piers and the north and south abutments 

will help retain elements that indicate the presence of the former bridge. The heritage trail 

walkway will provide an interpretative structure that will allow for an understanding of the 

history and heritage of the bridge – and provide a viewing location of the other retained 

elements of the bridge.   
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7.4 Heritage Items in the Vicinity 

Heritage items in the vicinity will remain unaffected by the removal of the Bailey bridge 

element of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge, as the significant elements of the bridge will 

be retained and the heritage trail walkway will help recall the existence of the bridge as part 

of the larger Holsworthy Group. There would be negligible impact on the listing and values of 

the Holsworthy Group. 
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8. Statutory Controls 

8.1 NSW Heritage Act 1977 

The Heritage Act 1977 provides protection for items of State heritage significance that are 

listed on the State Heritage Register, as well as for unlisted archaeological relics. Works 

proposed for items protected by the Heritage Act 1977 are approved by the Heritage Council 

of NSW or its delegates, as appropriate. 

Extent Heritage Comment 

As the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge is a local heritage item, therefore the Heritage Act is not 

applicable. 

It is also noted that while this report does include nomination of the ‘Former Liverpool to 

Holsworthy Military Railway (Remnants)’ including the Harris Creek Rail Bridge (Harris Crek 

Pedestrian Bridge) to the State Heritage Register, the status of as ‘nominated’ implies that the 

Heritage Act is not applicable to the item as yet. However, it is noted the RMS have already 

consulted with OEH regarding its proposed listing, and have developed a proposal which allows 

the significant elements of the bridge to be retained and protected, is currently preparing an 

HIS which would include the retained bridge elements as one it’s focuses and have considered 

curtilage requirements. 

8.2 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 

For environmental assessment purposes under Division 5.1 of the NSW Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Section 5.5 of the Act requires that a determining 

authority: “has a duty…… to examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible all 

matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of that activity”. This includes 

the impacts of an activity on heritage. 

Extent Heritage Comment 

This report fulfils the assessment requirements under Section 5.5 of the EP&A Act.  

The Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge is listed as item in Schedule 5 of the Liverpool Local 

Environmental Plan 2008, and the EPA Act 1979 is therefore applicable to the proposed works. 

However, as the works are being proposed and will be undertaken by a state agency (RMS), 

the Liverpool LEP may be overridden by the State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Infrastructure) (ISEPP) 2007 
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8.3 State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 

(ISEPP) 2007 

The State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (SEPP-I) provides specific 

exemptions from the need to seek approval for certain infrastructure works. Under the ISEPP, 

development for the purpose of road infrastructure facilities may be carried out by a public 

authority without consent on any land. The ISEPP overrides the controls included in Liverpool 

LEP 2008.  RMS is only required to consult with the Council when development ‘is likely to 

have an impact that is not minor or inconsequential on a local heritage item (other than a 

local heritage item that is also a State heritage item) or a heritage conservation area.’ 

Extent Heritage Comment 

As the works proposed to the Harris Creek Pedestrian will involve only partial removal of the 

later addition of the pedestrian bridge superstructure, the resulting impact is considered to have 

minor heritage impact. Therefore, it was not necessary to undertake consultation with Liverpool 

City Council, in accordance with ISEPP. However, Liverpool City Council (LCC) has been 

regularly consulted as part of the development of the design which includes the removal of the 

superstructure of the Bailey Bridge, the retention of significant bridge elements and in the 

development of the HIS.  Issues raised by LCC have been in relation to the HIS – and not 

specifically the proposal to remove the Bailey Bridge or the proximity of the new works to the 

bridge.  LCC’s requests in relation to the HIS would be considered and accommodated where 

possible in the further development of the proposal. 
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations 

9.1 Conclusion 

This report seeks to address the impact of the proposed works to the Harris Creek Pedestrian 

Bridge, which is listed as a local heritage item and has been nominated for State heritage 

listing. As the works will retain significant heritage fabric in-situ namely the RSJs, piers, the 

plaque, and the abutments, the impact of the work is considered to be minor with respect to 

significance. The formation of a viewing area will help mitigate the impacts of the proposed 

works on the Harris Pedestrian Creek Bridge. Furthermore the proposed plinths with signage 

that captures the history of the site will also include the proposed works thereby providing an 

overall picture of the Bridge during the course of its history.  

9.2 Recommendations 

The recommendations for the proposed works include: 

• Recommended construction sequencing be prepared for the removal of the services 

and removal and disposal of the Bailey bridge so as to minimise any possible damage 

to the RSJs, piers and abutments. It is noted that there is no requirement to retain or 

preserve the Bailey bridge 

• Construction methodology and design for the new road bridges be developed and 

implemented to minimise any indirect and direct impacts on retained elements 

• The design and works identified to enable the retention of the abutments, piers and 

RSJs be implemented 

• Other safeguards identified in the REF be implemented including: 

o A Non-Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan (NAHMP) will be prepared and 

implemented as part of the CEMP. It will provide specific guidance on 

measures and controls to be implemented to avoid and mitigate impacts to 

Non-Aboriginal heritage during construction of the project. The NAHMP would 

include consideration of the Harris Creek Pedestrian Bridge as well as any 

other heritage items and issues that would be potentially impacted during 

construction. The NAHMP would include consideration of the pre-

construction, construction and post-construction stages. The NAHMP will be 

prepared in consultation with the Office of Environment and Heritage. 

o The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads 

and Maritime, 2015d) will be followed in the event that any unexpected 

heritage items, archaeological remains or potential relics of Non-Aboriginal 

origin are encountered.   Work will only re-commence once the requirements 

of that Procedure have been satisfied. 

o A heritage induction will be prepared and implemented as part of the project’s 

general induction to raise awareness to construction personnel.  
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o Undertake archival recording and heritage interpretation of the Holsworthy 

Pedestrian Bridge prior to removal of superstructure (including the Bailey 

bridge and pipework).  

o Consultation with the Office of Environment and Heritage should be 

undertaken prior to impacts to the bridge.  

• Conservation works be considered for the RSJs, piers and abutments, which will need 

to be ascertained by a heritage consultant.  

• The Heritage Interpretation Strategy, prepared by Extent Heritage, should be 

implemented. 
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APPENDIX A – HYDROLOGY ASSESSMENT 

The concept design preferred option for Harris Creek bridge was a four span (60 metres) 

plank bridge. The concept design however reported that upstream flood impact conformance 

is only achieved if: 

1. the heritage abutments and the superstructure, which includes both the 18.3 m RSJs 

are removed; and 

2. Additional clearing of vegetation is undertaken in the riparian zone of Harris Creek and 

the creek is widened at the bridge structure and downstream.  

During the development if the detailed design phase, with the objective of retaining elements 

of the pedestrian bridge, starting in order of precedence and combinations of; piers, 

abutments, RSJs and Bailey bridge, a number of scenarios were trialled to determine what 

elements of the structure (substructure and superstructure) can be retained. Table 1 below 

summarised this assessment.  

This assessment is based on a 1 in 100 year flood event which is the desirable minimum 

flood immunity that must be provided for the road bridges. Note, channel clearing and 

widening works outside the boundary must be undertaken to be able to retain the piers. The 

below image taken in June 2016 shows inundation of the pedestrian bridge during a 1 in 10 

year flood event (a more frequent flood occurrence). The new road bridges will be higher than 

the existing road bridge providing 1 in 100 yr flood immunity at the road surface level.  
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Table 1: Retained heritage pedestrian bridge components (based on 100 year ARI flood 

impact assessment) 

 Piers only Piers and 
southern 
abutment4 

Piers, southern 
abutment, and 
northern 
abutment4 

Retained 
substructure and 
superstructure 
(rolled steel joist 
(RSJ) only) 

Fully retained 
substructure and 
superstructure 
(rolled steel joist 
(RSJ) and bailey) 

4 span (64m) plank 
bridge without 
channel 

False False False False False 

5 span (80m) plank 
bridge without 
channel 

True False False False False 

4 span (64m) plank 
bridge with channel 

True2 False1 False1 False False 

5 span (80m) plank 
bridge with channel 

True True True True3 False1 

Note 1: This scenario is only marginally non-conforming due to impacts on private property, namely the low-
lying houses in close vicinity to Harris Creek Bridge. 

Note 2: Recommended 4 span option. The piers only are retained. 

Note 3: Recommended 5 span option. Piers, RSJs and both abutments are retained. Bailey Bridge is removed. 

Note 4: When abutments have been retained, the approach has also been retained 

It was evident from the heritage retention assessment undertaken at 20 per cent detailed 

design that adopting the 5 span 80 metre long bridge option and extending channel works 

beyond the project boundary would be an effective design strategy for facilitating retention of 

additional heritage bridge components. Following 20 per cent detailed design, SMEC 

received additional survey in the Harris Creek corridor which facilitated the following design 

improvements for increasing conveyance: 

• Larger footprint of channel works through the bridge 

• Channel works through the heritage bridge approach embankments 

As a result of the aforementioned design improvements, the following flooding issues have 

been resolved: 

• Flood impacts to private property in the vicinity of Harris Creek bridge have 

been alleviated 

• The heritage piers, abutments and rolled steel joist (RSJ) can be retained. 

 

 

 




